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　　　Mental　development
in　Byron’s　Venetian　Plays
Yoshie　Kimura
　　　　In　Byron’s　Venetian　plays，　Mari’no　Falier（）and　ThθTωo　Fbscαη゜，　the
notions　of　the　private　and　the　public　seem　to　be　crucial　to　develop　the
protagonists’views　towards　themselves　and　Venice．　In　1吻η’no　Faliero，
the　conflict　between　private　motive　and　public　goodness　causes　the
vacillation　of　the　Doge　Faliero．　In　The　Two　Foscari°，　on　the　other　hand，
the　private－public　conflict　is　characterized　in　each　of　the　dramatic　perso－
nae．
　　　In　addition，　the　protagonists　establish　their　position　in　the　flow　of
history．　History　may　prove　the　significance　of　their　existence，　Byron
clearly　describes　the　idea　of　history　by　the　metaphor　of　waves　in　the
appendix　to　The　Two　Fヒ）scan’：　‘a　revolution　is　inevitable，　I　repeat．　The
government　may　exult　over　the　repression　of　petty　tumults；these　are
but　the　advancing　waves　repulsed　and　broken　for　a　moment　on　the
shore，　while　the　great　tide　is　still　rolling　on　and　gaining　ground　with
every　breaker’．1　Despite　the　limit　of　individual　power，　the　accumulation
of　each　individual　power　has　a　potential　to　cause　an　event　such　as　a
revolution　and　move　history．　By　the　recognition　of　the　present　situation
as　the　consequence　of　past　events，　and　both　the　past　and　the　present　as
the　ground　of　the　future，　the　protagonists　develop　their　views　of　them・
selves　in　the　process　of　history　as　the　plays　progress．　The　existence　of
the　protagonists　is　not　incidental　on　one　spot　of　the　flow　of　history，　but
ls　regarded　as　a　part　of　continuous　process　of　it　and　also　as　a　source　of
revolutionary　energy　to　change　the　world．
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2　　　In　1820，　through　an　acquaintance　with　the　Gambas，　Byron　came　to
be　involved　in　the　revolutionary　activities　of　the　Carbonari．　In　spite　of
his　eagerness　to　take　part　in　the　revolutionary　actions，　however，　Byron’s
encouragement　and　support　did　not　bear　fruit．　In　the　Ravenna　Journal
written　between　4　January　and　27　February　l821，　his　hopes　and　disap－
pointments　are　repeatedly　recorded．　On　the　settlement　of　the　uprising
of　the　Carbonari　in　March，　Byron　remembered　that　they　had　failed　the
previous　October：‘I　should　trust，　had　it　not　been　settled　that　it　was　to
have　broken　out　in　October，1820’（5　January）．　According　to　the　deve1－
opment　of　the　plan　of　the　uprising，　Byron’s　expectation　was　heightened：
‘out　of　such　times　heroes　spring．　Difficulties　are　the　hot－beds　of　high
spirits，　and　Freedom　the　mother　of　the　few　virtues　incident　to　human
nature’（8　January）．　Later，　as　the　war　against　Austria　approached
nearer，　Byron　felt　that‘there　is　yet　a　resurrection　for　Italy，　and　a　hope
for　the　world’（19　February）．　Nevertheless，　the　plan　was　betrayed：‘I
always　had　an　idea　that　it　would　be　bungled；but　was　willing　to　hope，
and　am　so　stilr（24　February）．2　The　Venetian　plays　were　written　while
Byron　experienced　both　expectations　and　disappointments　to　the
Carbonari　revolution．
　　　Therefore，　if　it　is　possible　to　say　that　each　drarnatic　persona　is　the
manifestation　of　Byron’s　personality，　each　character　may　express　Byron’s
own　attitude　towards　his　contemporary　Italy．　Byron　reflects　himself　in
the　struggle　and　suffering　of　the　protagonists．　By　examining　their　mental
development，　therefore，　Byron’s　attempt　to　assure　his　position，　or　even　the
significance　of　his　existence，　in　history，　can　be　observed．
1．Marino　Fαlieroawaken童ng　from　the　private　to　the　public
　　　As　Philip　J．　Skerry　remarks，　this　play　is　a‘dynamically　organized
series　of　outwardly　expanding　themes’．3　As　the　play　progresses　the
Doge’s　view　of　himself　develops　frorn　that　of　a　private　individual　who　is
disgraced　by　his　fellow　patricians　to　that　of　a　public　figure　who　is　re・
sponsible　for　the　people’s　suffering　from　oppression．　At　the　core　of　his
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3concern　is，　however，　his　inner　anxiety；and　he　seeks　to　redress　his　own
dishonour　above　all　else．
　　　The　Doge’s　direct　motive　for　joining　the　conspiracy　was　an　insult
Michel　Steno　wrote　on　the　ducal　throne，‘Marin　Faliero　dalla　bella
moglie：Altri　la　gode，　ed　egli　la　mantien’，　which　Byron　translates，‘Marin
Falier，　the　husband　of　the　fair　wife；others　kiss　her，　but　he　keeps　her’．4
Steno’s　words　have　aimed　to　degrade　the　virtue　of　the　Doge’s　wife，
Angiolina，　but　he　takes　them　as　the　insult　of　his　own　honour．
　　　When　he　receives　the　report　of　the　light　sentence　the　Senate，　the
governing　body，5　have　passed　on　Steno，　the　first　fit　of　anger　seizes　him，
As　a　private　individual　who　has　a　young　wife　and　wishes　to　be　the‘hum・
blest　being’as　a　citizen　of　Venice，　he　is　not　given　protection　from　the
state．　He　only：
　　　　　craved　my　country’s　justice　on　his　head，
The　justice　due　unto　the　humblest　being
Who　hath　a　wife　whose　faith　is　sweet　to　him，
Who　hath　a　home　whose　hearth　is　dear　to　him，
Who　hath　a　name　whose　honour’s　all　to　him，
When　these　are　tainted　by　the　accursing　breath
Of　calumny　and　scorn．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（1，ii，184－190）
He　wants　justice　to　redress　Steno’s　insult，　which　publicly　blights　his
honour，　not　only　as　a　private　personality　but　also　as　a　public　figure．　It
seems　to　be　difficult　for　him　to　distinguish　private　matters　from　public
affairs．　He　understands　the　Senate’s　sentence　as　the　negation　of　the
authority　of　the　Prince　of　Venice．　He　thinks　he　is　not　paid　any　respect
for　his　public　contribution　to　Venice：
The　rights　of　place　and　choice，　of　birth　and　service，
Honours　and　years，　these　scars，　these　hoary　hairs，
The　travel，　toil，　the　perils，　the　fatigues，
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4The　blood　and　sweat　of　almost　eighty　years，
Were　weigh’d　i‘the　balance，’gainst　the　foulest　stain，
The　grossest　insult，　most　contemptuous　crlme
Of　a　rank，　rash　patrician　　　and　found　wanting！
And　this　is　to　be　borne？
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（118－125）
and，
In　my　life　I　have　achieved
Tasks　not　less　difficult
Who　thus　repay　me！
　　achieved　for　them，
Can　I　not　requite　them？
　（271－273）
The　object　of　his　agitation　is　now　turned　to　the　corrupt　patricians　and
he　comes　to　think　of　overthrowing　them　in　order　to　restore　his　reputa・
tion．　At　this　stage，　his　motive　is　more　the　redress　of　his　personal
dishonour　than　the　restoration　of　the　honour　of　Venice　which　has　been
deprived　of　by　the　patricians．　From　this　perspective，　what　he　is　aware
of　is　still　limited　to　his　personal　anxiety．　However，　he　gradually　be・
comes　conscious　of　the　significance　of　this　circumstance　viewing　within
the　flow　of　history．
　　　That　he　chooses　the　place　near　the　church　where　his　ancestors　are
buried　to　meet　Israel　Bertuccio　widens　his　view　towards　his　ancestors．
Byron　writes　in　the　preface　that　the　Faliero　family　was‘of　the　most
illustrious　in　blood　and　wealth　in　the　city　of　once　the　most　wealthy　and
still　the　most　ancient　families　in　Europe’，6　and　the　Doge　is　proud　that　he
has　inherited　the‘great　labours，　wounds，　and　state’（III，　i，26）of　his　an－
cestors．　He　is　responsible　for　conveying　family　honour　to　future　genera－
tions：
　　　　　for　my　cause
Is　yours，　in　all　life　now　can　be　of　yours，
Your　fame，　your　name，　all　mingled　up　in　mine，
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5And　in　the　future　fortunes　of　our　race！
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（40－43）
However，　in　reality，　he　has　become　the　cause　of　the　disrepute　of　his　fam・
ily　name：
Their　pure　high　blood，　their　blazon－roll　of　glories，
Their　mighty　name　dishonour’d　all　in　me，
Not　by　me．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（32－34）
The　reputation　and　tradition　of　the　family　is　concentrated　in　him：he　is
responsible　for　the　past．　Unless　he　is　able　to　restore　the　dignity　which
his　ancestors　possessed，　he　will　not　fulfill　his　obligation　to　both　the　past
and　the　future．　Therefore，　his　motive　for　joining　the　conspiracy　is
turned　to　that　of　restoring　family　honour．　Redress　for　his　wrong　will
directly　lead　to　the　stability　of　the　family　reputation．
　　　The　reference　to　his　ancestors　justifies　his　motivation，　However，　the
more　he　stresses　the　greatness　of　his　ancestors，　the　more　he　seems　to　be
driven　by　a　psychological　complex　regarding　great　fathers．　He　chooses
the　two　Doges　preceding　him　as　the　object　of　idealization　among‘other
lineal　chiefs／And　sages’（25－26），and　underlines　that　those　Doges　com－
pleted　their　duties　to　the　state；one　died‘of　toil，　the　other　in　the　field’
（24），and　they　both　rest　in　honour　in　the　family　vault．　He　feels　obliged
to　fulfill　his　duty　as　the　follower　of　those　Doges，　so　that　he　will　be　recog・
nized　as　their　equal　and　allowed　to‘rest　in　honour　with　the　honour’d’（1，
ii，586）．
　　　In　his　self－justification　by　referring　to　his　ancestors，　it　is　easy　to
recognize　his　mental　inclination　to　the　past．　The　criteria　of　his　existence
may　be　said　to　be　the　past．　His　backwardness　keeps　him　from　widening
his　view　from　his　own　sense　of　honour　and　family　tradition　towards　the
one　for　Venice．　Israel　Bertuccio，　the　chief　of　the　Arsenal，　therefore，　is　the
key　tQ　give　the　Doge　the　different　point　of　view．　He　has　served　Venice，
but　he　has　been　struck　by　a　patrician　and　had　his　blood　drawn
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6‘dishonourably’（359）．　He　wants　justice　from　the　Doge　as　the　Doge　him・
self　does　from　the　Forty．　The　Doge　regards　Israel　Bertuccio　as　his　com－
rade（363）；the　Doge　sympathizes　with　him　as　if　he　were　seeing　himself
in　Israel　Bertuccio．　However，　even　though　the　Doge　starts　regarding
himself　on　the　basis　of　the　community　of　commonwealth，　his　concern　is
still　for　himself．　The　Doge　thinks　that　he　should　be　given　power　as
sovereign．　He　wishes　that　he　could　turn　the　Ducal　bonnet　to　a‘diadem’
（267），and　he　would　like　to　be　a　real　king　rather　than　the　Doge　in　name
only：
ISRAEL　BERTUCCIO．　Wouldst　thou　be　king？
DOGE．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Yes　　of　a　happy　people．
ISRAEL　BERTUCCIO．　Wouldst　thou　be　sovereign　lord　of　Venice？
DOGE．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ay
If　that　the　peoPle　shared　that　sovereignty．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（417－419）
This　may　be　his　image　of　an　ideal　condition　for　Venice．　If　he　could　get
rid　of　the　patricians，　the　people　would　be　free　and　happy；and　in　this
ideal　state，　he　would　be　the　king　with　sovereign　power　to　reign．　It　seems
that　in　his　mind　there　is　a　hierarchical　pyramid　of　the　social　system　with
himself　at　the　top．
　　　Before　he　meets　Israel　Bertuccio，　the　Doge　has　already　known　that
the　people　suffer　from　oppression：
Iknow　the　people　to　be　discontented；
They　have　cause，　since　Sapienza’s　adverse　day，
When　Genoa　conquer’d：they　have　further　cause，
Since　they　are　nothing　in　the　state；and　in
The　city　worse　than　nothing－mere　machines，
To　serve　the　nobles’most　patrician　pleasure．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（298－303）
However，　the　suffering　of　the　people　seems　to　be　only　his　excuse　to
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7overthrow　the　patricians．　In　order　to　achieve　his　personal　revenge，　he
needs　help　from　these　people：‘this　patron　may　be　sounded；Iwill　try　him’
（297）；‘any　hope　of　change／Will　draw　them　forward’（305－306）．　It　seems
that　he　only　uses　the　conspirators　for　the　sake　of　his　private　revenge．　It
may　be　said　that　the　Doge　has　always　been　able　to　sympathize　with　the
oppressed　people，　but　he　does　not　seem　to　have　understood　their　real
misery．　The　Doge’s　vacillation　seems　to　reflect　Byron’s　own　hesitation
to　be　involved　wholly　in　the　revolutionary　activities．　D．　M．　De　Selva
points　out　that　Byron　had‘a　noble　resentment　of　oppression　and　pas－
sionate，　disinterested　sympathy　for　the　sufferings　of　the　socially　de－
pressed．’7　According　to　Leslie　A．　Marchand，　what　pleased　Byron　the
most　in　the　Carbonari　was　the　acquaintance　with　the　enlightened　elites
of　Ravenna，8　but　not　the　recognition　of　the　oppressed　people．　In　this
respect，　the　Doge　is　Byron　himself　who　wavers　between　being　a　friend
of　people　and　being　an　aristocrat．
　　　Israel　Bertuccio　explains　to　him　the　circumstances　of　the　Venetian
peOPle：
　　　　　Not　thou，
Nor　I　alone，　are　injured　and　abused，
Contemn’d，　and　trampled　on；but　the　whole　people
Groan　with　the　strong　conception　of　their　wrongs：
The　foreign　soldiers　in　the　senate’s　pay
Are　discontented　for　their　long　arrears；
The　native　mariners，　and　civic　troops，
Feel　with　their　friends；for　who　is　he　amongst　them
Whose　bretheren，　parents，　children，　wives，　or　sisters，
Have　not　partook　oPPression，　or　pollution，
From　the　patricians？And　the　hopeless　war
Against　the　Genoese，　which　is　still　maintain’d
With　the　plebeian　blood，　and　treasure　wrung
From　their　hard　earnings，　has　inflamed　them　further
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（459－472）
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8Israel　Bertuccio’s　remark　on　the　oppressed　people　shows　a　difference
from　the　Doge’s　idea　of　them．．　Israel　Bertuccio　as　a‘plebeian’is　more
keenly　aware　of　the　seriousness　of　the　situation．　The　people　are　not
‘nothing㌔　nor‘worse　than　nothing’；rather　they　are　equal　to　the　Doge　and
Israel　Bertucciρfor　being　oppressed　by　the　patricians．　Moreover，　as　long
as　he　reigns，　the　Doge　is　in　charge　of　the　people．　Therefore，　Israel
Bertuccio　blames　not　only　the　patricians　but　also　the　Doge　for　their
plight，
　　　As　long　as　he　is　attached　to　the　idea　of　being　a　king，　the　Doge’s
notion　of　delivering　freedom　to　the　people　remains　ambiguous，　and　his
inclination　does　not　wholly　develop　into　public　goodness．　His　wavering
indicates　his　unwillingness　to　give　up　his　position　as　the　Prince　of　Ven－
ice：‘unless　with　all　entrusted，／What　would　you　have　me　answer？’（540－
541）；‘stay，　I　must　think　of　this／What　if　I　were　to　trust　myself　amongst
you，／And　leave　the　palace？’（552－554）．　Even　when　he　says‘the　die　is
cast’（564），he　is　not　convinced　of　the　need　to　be　involved　in　the　conspir・
acy．　He　has　come　to　sympathize　with　the　oppressed　people　more　since
meeting　Israel　Bertuccio，　but　he　seems　to　be　dismayed　by　seeing　that　his
first　intention　to　revenge　himself　on　the　patricians　is　being　developed
into　the　conspiracy．　He　feels　the　irresistible　power　of　history　moving
him　forwards　to　a　new　era．
　　　However，　by　describing　the　development　of　the　Doge’s　conscious・
ness　to　the　sense　of　self－sacrifice，　Byron　expresses　his　optimistic　view　on
history．　Byron　is　capable　to　sense　a　big　wave　of　history　approaching，
which　will　destroy　an　old　and　corrupt　world　so　that　a　new　and　ideal　one
will　be　built．　The　condition　which　the　Doge　is　now　in　is　on　the　verge　of
changing　from　the　old　to　the　new．　Hence，　he　needs　to　change　his　atti－
tudes　towards　the　affair　in　order　to　commit　himself　wholly　to　public
goodness．　What　is　necessary　for　him　to　do　is　to　abandon　all　private
attachments．　In　the　speech　he　delivers　to　the　conspirators，　he　announces
that　he　breaks　with　the　past：‘farewell　all　social　memory’（327）；‘farewell
to　past’（347）．　The　Doge　also　demonstrates　his　understanding　of　the
sufferings　of　the　people，　saying　that　he　is　ready　to　sacrifice　his　fame，
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9breath，　heart，　hope，　and　soul‘upon　this　cast’（III，　ii，204－206）：
　　　　　Ioffer　me　to　you
And　to　your　chiefs，　accept　me　or　reject　me，
APrince　who　fain　would　be　a　citizen
Or　nothing，　and　who　has　left　his　throne　to　be　so．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（207－210）
Later，　he　says‘I　will　resign　a　crown，　and　make　the　state／Renew　its　free－
dom’（IV，　ii，159－160）．　He　seems　to　notice　that　elimination　of　the　suffer－
ings　of　the　Venetian　people　takes　precedence　over　his　personal　revenge．
However，　it　is　not　easy　to　be　done；giving　up　his　past　also　means　giving
up　his　own　identity．　The　foundations　of　his　identity　are　the　honour　of
the　family　name　which　his　ancestors　left　to　him，　and　the　honour　of　his
past　achievements．　Breaking　with　the　past　makes　him　unstable；and
therefore，　he　cannot　help　but　vacillate　until　he　finds　that　the　conspiracy
ends　in　failure．　It　is　when　he　realizes　that　the　conspiracy　has　failed　that
the　Doge　breaks　with　the　past　and　his　consciousness　is　developed　into
one　towards　the　Venice　of　the　future，　so　that　he　recognizes　himself　as
one　of　the　public，　but　not　the　privileged　Prince　of　Venice．
　　　When　he　is　faced　with　death　he　reaches　a　state　completely　tran－
scending　the　past　and　becomes　aware　that　personal　revenge　does　not
produce　anything　beneficial．　In　his　prophecy　the　Doge　addresses‘Time
and　Eternity’（V，　iii，26），and　he　even　seems　to　transcend　the　limitations
of　human　abilities，　and　surveys　the　Venice　of　the　future．　As　Skerry
reads　it，　he　is　in　the‘timeless　realm’of　the　future，9　and　predicts　the　fur－
ther　decline　of　Venice．　The　Doge　declares；
Iperish，　but　not　unavenged；far　ages
Float　up　from　the　abyss　of　time　to　be，
And　show　these　eyes，　before　they　close，　the　doom
Of　this　proud　city，　and　I　leave　my　curse
On　her　and　hers　for　ever！
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（V，iii，41－45）
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His　eyes　are　turned　to　the　future。　It　is　obvious　that　he　believes　his　men－
tality　will　survive　and　somebody　will　achieve　what　he　cannot　in　the
future．　Parting　with　the　past，　the　Doge　comes　to　have　an　objective　view
of　the　past，　the　present　situation　as　its　consequence，　and　then　the　future
as　the　further　consequence　of　the　past　and　the　present．　The　Doge’s　exis－
tence　simultaneously　does　not　end　as　a　point　of　the　flow　of　history，　but
remains　exerting　an　influence　on　the　state　in　the　future．
2，　The　Tivo　Fosca　rithe　return　to　the　private
　　　Optimism　dominating　Mαγi’no　Falier（）cannot　be　observed　in　The　Tωo
Eoscαπ’．　There　is　a　one－year　gap　between　the　writing　of　Mari°no　Falier（）
and　The　Tωo　Fc）scaγi，　ro　and　the　circumstances　of　the　Carbonari　activities
were　changed．　Frequent　failures　of　uprising　made　Byron　give　up　having
any　hope　for　their　revolution．　He　wrote　to　John　Cam　Hobhouse　on　21
September　that‘I　amongst　thousands　was　to　have　a　part　　being　urged
thereto　by　my　love　of　liberty　in　general　and　of　Italy　in　particular’，　and　on
170ctober　that　there　was‘no　very　bright　political　horizon∵l　It　became
obvious　that　his‘dream　of　becoming　a　man　of　action’12　was　not　fulfilled．
　　　Unlike　Mαri’no　Falier（），　in　which　Byron　describes　the　Doge　Faliero’s
awakening　to　public　goodness　along　with　his　mental　development　froln
the　past　to　the　future，　The　Tzvo　Foscαri’seems　to　concentrate　on　the　de－
scriptions　of　the　present　circumstances．　The　world　of　The　Two　Fヒ）scαπl
therefore，　appears　to　be　limited　to　a　small　spot　of　the　flow　of　history，　and
the　characters　of　this　drama　seem　not　to　see　themselves　as　a　constituent
of　history．　Richard　Lansdown　remarks　that‘the　conspiratorial　sense　of
crisis　that　distinguishes　1レZαπ’no　Falier（）and　Sardαnapαlus，　and　which
helps　to　give　them　not　only　a　dramatic　but　also　a　historical　intensity，　is
not　felt　in　The　Two　F（）scari．　’He　continues，‘what　is　conveyed　admirably
in　The　Ttvo　Foscari’is　a　sense　of　that　political，　ethical，　and　moral　constric－
tion　which　is　invariably　associated　with　the　triumph　of　the　status　quo’．13
1n　The　Two　Fヒ）scα鉱Byron　seems　to　have　focused　on　the　descriptions　of
the　psychological　aspects　of　the　characters　under　limited　circumstances．
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Unlikeルfaγino　Falier（），　reckless　resistance　to　an　oPPressor　ls　not　encour・
aged　in　The　Two　Foscari’，　Under　the　enormous　power　of　the　monstrous
Ten，　the　impossibility　of　an　individual　to　bring　about　a　revolution　is
obvious．　All　the　Doge　can　do　is　to　endure　the　situation　as　it　is．
　　　As　in　Mari’no　Falier（），　the　protagonist’s　wavering　between　public
affairs　and　private　concerns　can　be　observed　in　The　7’ωo　Foscαガ．　How・
ever，　compared　to　1吻η゜no　Falier（），　in　The　Tωo　Foscari，　the　distinction
between　the　public　and　the　private　is　clearer．　The　Doge　Foscari　repre－
sents　the　inhumanity　and　blankness　of　the　spectral　Venetian　ruling
elites．　He　refuses　to　display　love　and　concern　as　a　person；he　obeys　Ve－
netian　laws　and　performs　his　duty　as　the　Prince　of　Venice．　It　seems　that
he　wears　the　mask　of　public　duty．　He　is　proud　of　having　brought　pros－
perity　to　Venice．　He，　as　the　inheritor　of‘Roman　spirits’，　has　achieved　the
restoration　of　the　best　time　of　Rome　and　Carthage　in　Venice（II，　i，400－
406）．In　order　to　fulfill　his　duty　private　cares　must　be　given　up，　and　he
has　willingly　dedicated　himself　to　public　affairs．　However，　unlike　the
Doge　Faliero，　the　Doge　Foscari　does　not　intend　to　recover，　or　prevent，
the　state　from　further　decline．　Unlike　the　Doge　Faliero，　the　Doge　Foscari
does　not　consider　being　a　puppet　of　the　Ten　as　the　degradation　of　the
family　name．　His　duty　is　to　maintain　the　status　quo．
　　　　Through　his　symbolic　marriage　to　the　Adriatic，　the　maternal　sym－
bol　of　Venice，　the　Doge　has　the　role　of　father　to　the　state．　However，　the
Doge　is　far　from　what　a　father　should　be　in　his　private　life．　He　regards
the　deaths　of　two　of　his　sons　as　a　proof　of　his　fulfillment　of　his　duty　to
the　state，　and　he　shows　no　fatherly　sympathy　for　Jacopo，　the　last　of　his
sons，　who　is　suffering　torture．　Therefore，　it　is　paradoxical　that　the　Doge
who　does　not　show　paternal　love　for　his　son　has　to　perform　as　father　to
the　state．　His　attitudes　towards　both　the　state　and　the　family　appear　to
Marina，　Jacopo’s　wife，　to　be　cruel，　and　she　says，‘This　is　patriotism？／To
me　it　seems　the　worst　barbarity’（II，　i，427－428）．　Jacopo　is　being　investi－
gated　by　the　Ten　in　charge　of　the　conspiracy　to　the　state．　While　in　his
second　exile，　Jacopo’s　strong　desire　to　come　back　to　his　homeland　made
him　write　a　letter　to　the　Duke　of　Milan，　Venice’s　greatest　enemy，　He　was
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arrested　and　brought　back’to　Venice　as　he　wished．　Compared　to
Jacopo’s　strong　attachment　to　his　own　state，　the　Doge　seems　to　lack　in
love　for　Venice．　He　answers　to　Marina’s　rebuke，　saying，‘That　answer
only　shows　you　know　not　Venice．／Alas！how　should　you？she　knows　not
herself，／In　all　her　mystery．’（84－86）This　indicates　that　not　only　Marina
but　the　Doge　who　is　a　husband　of　Venice　is　now　unable　to　grasp　her
nature．　The　ties　between　them　have　been　already　broken．　It　is，　there－
fore，　doubtful　that　with　only　a　sense　of　duty，　the　Doge　does　not　perform
as　a　potent　leader　of　Venice．M
　　Jacopo　indicates　that　the　members　of　the　Ten　wear　the‘self・same　as－
pect’（1，　i，171）as　the　Doge．　Blankness　seems　to　be　the　sign　of　the　oppres・
sor．　Memmo，　who　is　ambitious　to　be　one　of　the　Ten　and　to　learn　the
secret　lnechanism　of　Venice，　is　a　good　example　of　the　process　in　which
private　feelings　come　to　be　concealed　in　order　to　be　assimilated量nto　the
Ten．　When　he　first　appears　onstage　with　one　of　the　Senators，　Memmo
shows　his　doubt　about　the　Ten’s　cruel　treatment　of　Jacopo，　for　it　is　ap－
parent　that　Jacopo’s　guilt　has　not　been　proved．　Although　Memmo
knows　how　dangerous　it　is　to　be　revealed　as　having　some　doubt　about
the　Ten，　he　has　compassion　for　Marina　when　she　is　so　agitated　by
Jacopo’s　suffering　that　she　breaks　into　the　Council　chamber．　However，
when　Memmo　and　the　Senator　reappear　onstage，　being　summoned　by
the　Ten　to　make　a　decision　on　the　Doge’s　deposition，　Memmo　is　ready　to
wear　the　mask　of　an　oppressor．　He　chooses　to　obey　the　Ten　blindly，　and
stops　thinking　of　the　reasons　for　the　Ten’s　behaviour：
　　　　　You　will　know　why　anon，
If　you　obey，　and，　if　not，　you　no　less
Will　know　why　you　should　have　obey’d．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（IV，　i，70－72）
He　restrains　the　Senator　from　mentioning　his　doubt　about　the　Ten’s
summon：“‘But’s”atraitor・／But　me　no“buts，”unless　you　would　pass
o’?秩^The　Bridge　which　few　repass’（73－75）．　In　order　to　be　chosen　as　one
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of　the　Ten　and　see　the　mysteries　inside　the　Council　chamber，　Memmo
and　the　Senator　have　to　adopt　the　behaviour　of　the　Ten，　and　then　they
will　become　a　cog　in　the　Venetian　political　machine．
　　　On　the　contrary，　Barbarigo，　one　of・the　Ten，　senses　that　the　excess　of
public　cold－heartedness　will　result　in　the　collapse　of　the　state，　and　pre－
dicts　further　confusion　approaching　Venice：
　　　　　they’11　hear　as　much　one　day
From　louder　tongues　than　mine；they　have　gone　beyond
Even　their　exorbitance　of　power：and　when
This　happens　in　the　most　contemn’d　and　abject
States，　stung　humanity　will　rise　to　check　it．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（V，i，145－149）
Although　he　tells　the　truth，　his　words　would　be　only　ignored，　or　he
would　be　deemed　awkward．　It　is　apparent，　therefore，　that　he　will　be　the
object　of　the　Ten’s　next　persecution　and　dismissal．　In　Venice，　sYmpathy
and　humanity　are　synonymous　with　betrayal：
Now　the　rich　man’s　hell－fire　upon　your　tongue，
Unquench’d，　unquenchable！1’11　have　it　torn
From　its　vile　babbling　roots，　till　you　shall　utter
Nothing　but　sobs　through　blood，　for　this！
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（156－159）
His　successor　will　be　chosen　from　those　senators　such　as　Memmo　who
are　willing　to　wear　the　mask　of　the　Ten’s　inhumanity．
　　　While　the　Ten　strengthens　the　nature　of　its　inhumanity，　the　Doge’s
attitude　as　a　public　figure　changes．　His　private　feelings　come　to　appear
on　his　face．　This　change　in　the　Doge’s　attitude　is　the　opposite　of．the
Doge　Faliero’s　who　gradually　becomes　less　agitated．　The　Doge　Foscari
gradually　takes　off　his　mask　of　indifference，　being　awakened　to　family
affection　by　Jacopo’s　torture　and　death．　When　he　wears　the　mask，　the
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Doge　cannot　weep　at　the　sight　of　his　sons’deaths：‘I　would　I　could’（II，　i，
78）；when　the　Doge　sees　Jacopo　who　has　just　received　the　sentence　of
exile，　he　says，‘boy！no　tears’（III，　i，415），　Weeping　may　symbolize　the
weakness　of　will　and　a　sense　of　shame。　Marina　responds　to　the　Doge，
saying‘1et　them　flow　on：he　wept　not　on　the　rack／To　shame　him，　and
they　cannot　shame　him　now．／They　will　relieve　his　heart’（416－418）．
When　Jacopo　dies，　the　Doge　throws　himself　onto　the　ground　and　cries
for　his　son．　From　this　perspective，　tears　may　represent　each　piece　of
human　feeling　which　has　been　frozen　inside　his　heart．　Jacopo’s　death
releases　the　Doge’s　feelings，　Weeping　brings　liberation　of　the　mind　from
the　oppressive　power　of　the　Ten．　Liberation　of　the　mind　means　resis・
tance　against　the　Ten’s　basic　policy，　that　is，　their　oppression　of　sympa－
thy　and　compassion　as　human　beings．
　　　As　inル猛αガηo　Falier（），　liberation，　or　a　resistance　against　oPPressive
authority，　begins　from　the．　head　of　the　society：‘the　head　conspiring
against　the　body’．15　However，　unlike　Mari’no　Faliero，　the　Doge　Foscari’s
liberated　feelings　do　not　become　effective　enough　to　suggest　any　possi－
bihty　to　bring　freedom　to　the　state．　When　he　frees　his　feelings　and　is
awakened　to　family　love，　the　Doge　must　be　deposed　and　then　die．　The
Ten　do　not　want　a　humane　man　to　be　Doge．　In　Venice，　human　feelings
and　the　political　machine　cannot　coexist．
　　　It　may　be　said　that　the　Doge　represents　the　public　side　and　Jacopo
the　private　side　of　a　single　personality．　The　Doge　regards　his　duty　as
paramount；Jacopo　loves　Venice　more　than　his　life．　The　father　and　the
son　may　keep　the　balance　of　each　other　in　order　to　perform　their　own
duties　in　Venice．　However，　the　public　side　of　the　person　is　supported　by
the　solid　foundation　of　the　private　side，　and　the　collapse　of　Jacopo　di・
rectly　leads　to　the　destruction　of　the　Doge．　The　Doge　is　forced　to　attend
Jacopo’s　torture，　which　surely　affects　him．　This　is　Loredano’s　stratagem
to　shake　the　Doge　from　the　inside：however　hard　he　arms　himself　with
the　mask　of　public　duty，　the　Doge　is　tormented　in　his　paternal　love　for
his　son，
　　　Loredano，　one　of　the　Ten，　is　the　manifestation　of　the　evil　power　of
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Venice．　Under　the　mask　of　faithful　servant　of　the　state，　he　hides　his
intention　to　ruin　the　Foscaris．　Loredano’s　father　and　uncle，　he　believes，
were　poisoned　by　the　Doge，　and　he　takes　revenge　on　the　Doge　and　his
son．　He　uses　the　Ten　to　torment　the　Foscaris，　applying　the　Venetian
laws　to　them，　The　Doge　is　slave　to　the　laws，　therefore，　he　does　not　disap－
prove　whatever　is　settled　in　the　name　of　the　laws．　Knowing　well　the
Venetian　laws，　Jacopo　has　written　a　letter　to　the　Duke　of　Milan；in　the
name　of　the　laws　he　is　tortured　arld　judged．　It　may　be　said　that　both　the
Doge　and　Jacopo　resort　to　the　laws　which　are　supposed　to　glve　justlce　ln
order　to　protect　them．　However，　the　laws　are　now　turned　into
Loredano’s　means　of　pursuing　revenge：
What　laws？　　‘The　Ten’are　laws；and
Iwill　be　legislator　in　this　business．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（IV，　i，138－139）
if　they　were　not，
Not　only　the　laws，　but　also　the　Giunta，　Memmo　and　the　Senator　in－
cluded，　are　easily　handled　as　Loredano　likes．　Barbarigo　says　to
Loredano：
They　speak　your　language，　watch　your　nod，　approve
Your　plans，　and　do　your　work．　Are　they　not　yours？
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（V，i，143－144）
Therefore，　it　is　natural　that　Memmo　should　have　doubt　about　the　Ten’s
torturing　Jacopo：‘there　must　be　more　in　the　strange　process　than／The
apparent　crimes　of　the　accused　disclose－’（1，　i，309－310）．　The　Ten，　who
deprive　the　people　of　individuality　and　personal　feelings，　and　the　Vene－
tian　laws，　which　control　individuals　in　the　state，　are　the　tQols　of
Loredano’s　private　purpose．
　　　Seeing　Loredano　achieving　his　purpose，　Barbarigo　is　alarmed：
You　are　ingenious，　Loredano，　in
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Your　modes　of　vengeance，　nay，　poetical，
Avery　Ovid　in　the　art　of　hating．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（V，i，134－136）
Loredano　displays　the　extremes　of　human　hatred．　It　seems　as　if
Barbarigo　even　sees　beauty　in　Loredano’s　way　of　hating．16　Hatred　grows
extreme　enough　to　exert　poisonous　power　and　destroy　whatever　it　aims
at．　The　Doge　and　Loredano’s　father　and　uncle　hated　each　other，　but　the
stronger　hatred　of　the　Doge　may　have　overcome　his　enemies．　No　matter
whether　the　Doge　poisoned　them　or　not，　it　is　apparent　that　the　poison・
ous　influence　of　the　Doge’s　hatred　was　related　to　their　deaths．
　　　Now，　Loredano　himself　becomes　a　poison　to　destroy　the　Foscaris
without　administering　poison，　Jacopo　collapses　and　dies　as　if　he　were
weakened　by　a‘slow　poison’（1，　i，292）．　Loredano　does　not　have　the
mercy　to‘shorten　the　path’to　liberation　from　agony　by　using　poison：
Iused　no　poison，　bribed　no　subtle　master
Of　the　destructive　art　of　healing，　to
Shorten　the　path　to　the　eternal　cure
His　sons，　and　he　had　four，　are　dead，　without
My　dabbling　in　vile　drugs．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（IV，　i，281－285）
The　cause　of　the　Doge’s　death　is　left　unclear，　Just　after　he　takes
Loredano’s　goblet，　the　Doge　falls　down　and　dies．　However，　it　is　not　nec－
essary　to　presume　that　Loredano　gives　him　the　goblet　containing　poi－
son．　The　Doge　has　been　afflicted　by　Loredands　poisonous　revenge　by
the　time　he　leaves　the　Palace，　and　only　a　touch　of　Loredano　may　be　fatal
to　him．　Therefore，　the　legend　of　a　Venetian　crystal　proves　to　be　false．
It　is　not　broken　even　though　Loredano　touches　it．17
　Loredano’s　destructive　nature　is　derived　from　his　determination　to
ruin　the　Foscaris。　Lansdown　sees　him　as　a‘monster　of　will－power’，18　and
Loredano　feels　as　if　he　himself　were‘rocks’（III，　i，334）．　Rocks　may
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signify　stability　and　self・confidence．　Loredano　does　not　give　up　carry－
ing　out　vengeance，　nor　does　he　doubt　the　success　of　his　plan．　He　is　the
exact　opposite　of　the　Doge　and　Jacopo　who　rely　on　the　power　of　the　fate
and　do　not　try　to　resist　against　it．　In　other　words，　Loredano’s　determina・
tion　is　so　much　stronger　than　the　mental　power　of　the　Foscaris　that　it
can　kill　them．
　　　Loredano’s　strong　will　can　be　compared　to　Angiolina’s　moral　stabil・
ity．　Even　though　she　is　insulted　by　Steno，　she　thinks　only　that‘the
scorner’s　words　were　as　the　wind／Unto　the　rock’（Mari°no　Faliero，　V，　i，
419－420）．Like　Angiolina，　Loredano　keeps　calm　and　observes　the　situa－
tion　appropriately．　However，　unlike　Angiolina，　he　is　not　impregnable．
As　rocks　can　be　carried　away　by　waves，　he　becomes　unsettled　by　Ma－
rina’S　acCuSatiOn：
Afew　brief　words　of　truth　shame　the　devil’s　servants
No　less　than　master；Ihave　proved　his　soul
Amoment，　as　the　eternal　fire，　ere　long，
Will　search　it　always．　See　how　he　shrinks　from　me！
With　death，　and　chains，　and　exile　in　his　hand
To　scatter　o’er　his　kind　as　he　thinks　fit：
They　are　his　weapons，　not　his　armour，　for
Ihave　pierced　him　to　the　core　of　his　cold　heart．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（III，　i，311－318）
On　the　basis　of　his　behaviour，　it　is　apparent　that　Loredano　regards　him－
self　as　superior　to　the　other　members　of　the　Ten，　even　to　the　Doge．　How－
ever，　Marina　calls　him　the　prince’s　subject（II，　i，289）19　and　makes　him
remember　that　he　is　only　one　of　the　cogs　of　the　Venetian　political　ma－
chine．　She　also　attacks　his　personal　pride　by　describing　him　as　the
shame　of　his　family　which，　although　it　is　honourable　of　age　and　nobility，
is　not　as　noble　and　good‘in　its　product’（III，　i，298）as　Marina’s　family．
She　blames　him　both　as　a　public　figure　and　a　private　individual，　and
that　Loredano　feels　uneasy　as　the　public　figure　signifies　that　he　has　no
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fixed　foundation　of　his　identity　as　the　private　individual．　Moreover，　as
Peter　J．　Manning　observes，　like　other　protagonists　in　both　plays，
Loredano　also　has　to　convey　his　family　reputation　to　the　future，　and　the
success　of　his　revenge　will　prove　that‘he　is　a　good　son　to　his　own　fore－
bears’．20　Therefore，　the　disapproval　of　him　as　a　son　shakes　his　confi－
dence．
　　　Loredano’s　revenge　is　carried　out　according　to　Venetian　laws　as　a
public　matter；therefore，　this　play　can　be　read　as　a　political　drama　of　the
younger　generation　taking　the　place　of　the　older　generation．　However，
interestingly，　attacks　on　their　personal　qualities　dismay　both　the　Doge
and　Loredano　more　effectively　than　those　on　their　public　aspects，　Even
though　they　protect　themselves　with　the　mask　of　public　duty，　their　pri・
vate　feelings　lie　at　the　core　of　their　hearts，　and　they　cannot　help　turning
inside　their　persona．　In　this　respect，　the　expanded　structure　from　the
private　to　the　public　inル1αηino　Falier（）is　narrowed　back　to　the　private　in
The　Tωo　Foscari．
　　　Even　though　the　Doge　Faliero　is　led　to　be　aware　of　the　future，　the
Doge　Foscari　and　Jacopo　still、belong　to　the　past．　It　seems　that　their
strong　attachment　to　the　past　becomes　an　obstruction　of　forwarding
history．　Not　only　that，　they　die　without　proving　their　innocence　to　the
public．　This　means　that　their　fundamental　problems　remain　unsolved，
and　the　present　situation　is　not　broken　through．　There　is　no　optimistic
perspective　on　the　future　of　Venice。　Venice　is　declining．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　NOTES
Quotations　from　Mari°no　Falier（）and　The　Two　Foscari’are　from　Byron：The　Com・
plete　Poetical　Works，　vols　IV　and　VI，　respectively，　ed．　Jerome　J．　McGann（Oxford：
Clarendon　Press，1986，1991）；hereafter　referred　to　as　CPW．
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CPUr，　vol．VI，　pp．223－224．
βy70漉Letters　and／burnαls，　voL8，　ed．　Leslie　A．　Marchand（London：John
Murray，1978），　p．14，　p．19，　p，32，　p．49，　respectively；hereafter　referred　to　as　BLJ．
Philip　J．　Skerry，℃oncentric　Structures　in　Marino　Faliero’，　Keats－She〃ey／bur－
nal，32（1982），86，　Skerry　sees　the　Doge’s　motive　in　four　concentric　circles：
persona1，　political，　historical，　and　eternal．
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The　Venetian　social　system　was，　according　to　Frederick　C．　Lane，　an‘elective
mQnarchy’．　The　Doge　was　elected　by‘all　the　Venetian’and　held　the　position
at　the　top　of　the　hierarchical　pyramid．　However，　the　most　important　and
authoritative　political　body　was　the　Great　Council　to　which　every　noble　over
25years　of　age　belonged．　The　Senate　was　elected　by　the　Great　Council　and
held　real　control　over　the　state　affairs．　Concerning　the　Doge　Faliero’s　agita－
tion　against　the　patricians，　it　can　be　said　that　the　Senate　and　the　Great　Coun－
cil　are　the　objects　of　his　revenge，　The　Ten　was　elected　among　the　Senate
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throw　of　the　established　system　of　government，　particularly　when　it
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thing，　the　individual　nothing’（p．84）may　explain　the　Doge　Foscari’s　attitude
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towards　the　state　and　his　family，　He　is　the　typical　Doge　who‘was　deprived
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